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"In an intense tale of psychological suspense, a San Francisco psychiatrist becomes
sexually involved with a female patient who suffers from multiple personality disorder,
and whose pathological ex-husband is an Oakland homicide detective--from a Los
Angeles Times Book Prize-winning author. Dr. Eldon Chance is a brilliant, lonely,
forensic neuropsychologist with a long track record of getting involved with damaged,
complicated women. While apartment hunting after separating from his wife, a series of
bad decisions leads to Chance sleeping with a patient named Jaclyn Blackstone.
Unfortunately her ex-husband is an Oakland homicide detective and the jealous type.
Meanwhile, Dr. Chance meets a young man who goes by "D"; Chance believes he is a
war-veteran, but he is in fact a deranged loner and self-styled Samurai skilled in the art
of the blade. D is fascinated by Chance's tales of his tormented and increasingly
dangerous affair with Jaclyn and advises him that her ex-husband will find a way to
destroy Chance. As Detective Blackstone does indeed threaten the doctor, Chance and
D plan a counter-strike. Meanwhile Chance continues his steamy affair with Jaclyn
Blackstone (or is it one of her multiple personalities?) But the sexually voracious
"Jackie Black" has a story that is far more complex and darker than he could have ever
imagined ... Gritty, twisted, and impossible to put down, the surprises keep coming in
Chance until the final page has been turned"-Meet Freddy Otash: a corrupt cop turned sleaze hustler, extortionist, pimp, and an
actual historical figure who made the 1950s magazine Confidential the go-to source for
the sins of the rich and famous. In his prime, Freddy raised hell, and in the pages of
Shakedown he finds himself stuck in purgatory -- literally -- waiting for a transfer to
heaven. Will he make it there, or will fate keep him down below? Promised redemption
if he confesses his past sins and transgressions, Freddy writes a tell-all peopled by
Hollywood greats like Elizabeth Taylor, Marilyn Monroe, John Wayne, and Gary Cooper
(to name a few) who are up to all sorts of wrong. Threesomes, foursomes, you name it
-- anything goes in this licentious world.
Henry Molise, a 50 year old, successful writer, returns to the family home to help with
the latest drama; his aging parents want to divorce. Henry's tyrannical, brick laying
father, Nick, though weak and alcoholic, can still strike fear into the hearts of his sons.
His mother, though ill and devout to her Catholicism, still has the power to comfort and
confuse her children. This is typical of Fante's novels, it's autobiographical, and
brimming with love, death, violence and religion. Writing with great passion Fante
powerfully hits home the damage family can wreck upon us all.
An American classic first published in 1985 by William Morrow and adapted into an
Academy Award-winning film, The Cider House Rules is among John Irving's most
beloved novels. Set in rural Maine in the first half of the twentieth century, it tells the
story of Dr. Wilbur Larch—saint and obstetrician, founder and director of the orphanage
in the town of St. Cloud's, ether addict and abortionist. It is also the story of Dr. Larch's
favorite orphan, Homer Wells, who is never adopted. “A novel as good as one could
hope to find from any author, anywhere, anytime. Engrossing, moving, thoroughly
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satisfying.” —Joseph Heller, author of Catch-22
The #1 New York Times Bestseller: “A hilarious take on that age-old problem: getting
the beloved child to go to sleep” (NPR). “Hell no, you can’t go to the bathroom. You
know where you can go? The f**k to sleep.” Go the Fuck to Sleep is a book for parents
who live in the real world, where a few snoozing kitties and cutesy rhymes don’t always
send a toddler sailing blissfully off to dreamland. Profane, affectionate, and radically
honest, it captures the familiar—and unspoken—tribulations of putting your little angel
down for the night. Read by a host of celebrities, from Samuel L. Jackson to Jennifer
Garner, this subversively funny bestselling storybook will not actually put your kids to
sleep, but it will leave you laughing so hard you won’t care.
Ask the Dust is a virtuoso performance by an influential master of the twentieth-century
American novel. It is the story of Arturo Bandini, a young writer in 1930s Los Angeles
who falls hard for the elusive, mocking, unstable Camilla Lopez, a Mexican waitress.
Struggling to survive, he perseveres until, at last, his first novel is published. But the
bright light of success is extinguished when Camilla has a nervous breakdown and
disappears . . . and Bandini forever rejects the writer's life he fought so hard to attain.
It is difficult to find the moment when the idea for a book is first born. For this book, the
basic concept was probably born during conversations I had in Parma, Italy, with Dr.
Riccardi of the University of Naples and Dr. Jenkins of the University of Toronto
(Canada). Later, in a conference room at the University of Verona (Italy) School of
Medicine, I had a day-long meeting with Drs. Bosello and Cominacini of the University
of Verona, and Drs. Jenkins and Riccardi and their co-workers. After an intense working
day, the general plan of this book was completed. The title Mediterranean diets rather
than diet was appropriately cho sen as there is more than one Mediterranean diet, a
point discussed in chapter 1. This chapter focuses on the definition of a Mediterranean
diet and no matter what the reader's interest may be, it is imperative that this first
chapter be carefully read. We should always remember that there are-from a preventive
medi cine point of view-good and poor Mediterranean diets. The best exam ple is
probably the difference between the high olive oil, high carbohy drate, low meat diet of
southern Italy and the high saturated fat, higher meat diets of the northern Italians.
Prevalence of disease parallels these differences. Chapter 2 covers some ancient
history in an easy-to-read manner that is instructional as well as fascinating even for the
nonmedical scientist or the nonhistorian.
Wayne Tedrow, Jr., a young Vegas policeman with $6,000 in cash, is drawn unwittingly
into a conspiracy involving the cover-up of the truth about the assassination of John
Kennedy.
What if you asked 125 top writers to pick their favorite books? Which titles would come out on
top? You'll find the answer in The Top Ten: Writers Pick Their Favorite Books: the ultimate
guide to the world's greatest books. As writers such as Norman Mailer, Annie Proulx, Stephen
King, Jonathan Franzen, Claire Messud, Margaret Drabble, Michael Chabon and Peter Carey
name the ten books that have meant the most to them, you'll be reminded of books you have
always loved and introduced to works awaiting your discovery. The Top Ten includes
summaries of 544 books—each of which is considered to be among the ten greatest books ever
written by at least one leading writer. In addition to each writer's Top Ten List, the book
features Top Ten Lists tabulated from their picks, including: • The Top Ten Books of All Time •
The Top Ten Books by Living Writers • The Top Ten Books of the Twentieth Century • The
Top Ten Mysteries • The Top Ten Comedies The Top Ten will help readers answer the most
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pressing question of all: What should I read next?
In this National Book Award–winning novel from a “brilliantly breathtaking writer,” a young
Southerner searches for meaning in the midst of Mardi Gras (The New York Times Book
Review). On the cusp of his thirtieth birthday, Binx Bolling is a lost soul. A stockbroker and
member of an established New Orleans family, Binx’s one escape is the movie theater that
transports him from the falseness of his life. With Mardi Gras in full swing, Binx, along with his
cousin Kate, sets out to find his true purpose amid the excesses of the carnival that surrounds
him. Buoyant yet powerful, The Moviegoer is a poignant indictment of modern values, and an
unforgettable story of a week that will change two lives forever. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Walker Percy including rare photos from the author’s estate.
Now back in print to coincide with the publication of his new novel, 86’d, Dan Fante’s Spitting
Off Tall Buildings is the story of aspiring writer and part-time drunk Bruno Dante, who leaves
sunny Los Angeles for cold, hard New York City. Falling into a string of temporary, dead-end
jobs, punctuated by meaningless affairs and intense drinking, Bruno has almost had enough
when a sudden event offers him the opportunity to get his life back on track—unless screwing
up, like drinking, proves a habit too difficult to shake. In prose steeped with rage and surprising
humor, Fante presents a point of view of America that only the true outlaw will recognize.
This graphic novella catches up with aspiring young writer Fante Bukowski one year later; he’s
attempting to establish himself in a new city’s literary scene, self-publishing his first zine, and
coming to terms with his feelings for an old friend. Fante Bukowski yearns for success as the
great American novelist, and to get respect from his father once and for all. But, there’s just
one problem: he still has no talent for writing.
This new edition of the visionary social history of Los Angeles is “as central to the L.A. canon
as anything that . . . Joan Didion wrote in the seventies” (New Yorker) No metropolis has been
more loved or more hated. To its official boosters, “Los Angeles brings it all together.” To
detractors, L.A. is a sunlit mortuary where “you can rot without feeling it.” To Mike Davis, the
author of this fiercely elegant and wide- ranging work of social history, Los Angeles is both
utopia and dystopia, a place where the last Joshua trees are being plowed under to make
room for model communities in the desert, where the rich have hired their own police to fend
off street gangs, as well as armed Beirut militias. In City of Quartz, Davis reconstructs L.A.’s
shadow history and dissects its ethereal economy. He tells us who has the power and how
they hold on to it. He gives us a city of Dickensian extremes, Pynchonesque conspiracies, and
a desperation straight out of Nathaniel West—a city in which we may glimpse our own future
mirrored with terrifying clarity. In this new edition, Davis provides a dazzling update on the
city’s current status.
West of Rome's two novellas, "My Dog Stupid" and "The Orgy," fulfill the promise of their
rousing titles. The latter novella opens with virtuoso description: "His name was Frank
Gagliano, and he did not believe in God. He was that most singular and startling craftsman of
the building trade-a left-handed bricklayer. Like my father, Frank came from Torcella Peligna, a
cliff-hugging town in the Abruzzi. Lean as a spider, he wore a leather cap and puttees the year
around, and he was so bowlegged a dog could lope between his knees without touching them."
Growing up is hard for everyone. For girls today, in a world of 24-hour connectivity, it can be
harder than ever. A Girl's Guide to Kicking Goals is about growing confidence in yourself even
while your body changes. It's a guide to smashing your goals and, when you don't, bouncing
back and trying again. Learn to be kind to yourself; stop comparing and judging others. Feel
OK with the skin you're in and shake off the bullies. Get stress- and time-management hacks to
keep you calm in a super-busy world. Plus killer workouts and delicious healthy recipes for a
girl on the go. Steph Claire Smith and Laura Henshaw are two models turned young
entrepreneurs. They are extremely passionate about healthy living, body confidence in young
women, and making social media a positive space.
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FROM THE NUMBER ONE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR Terence Cave, owner
of Cave Antiques, has already experienced the tragedies of his mother's suicide and his wife's
murder when his teenage son, Reuben, is killed in a grotesque accident. His remaining child,
Bryony, has always been the family's golden girl and Terence comes to realise that his one
duty in life is to protect her from the world's malign forces, whatever that may take. But as he
starts to follow his grieving daughter's movements and enforce a draconian set of rules, his
love for Bryony becomes a possessive force that leads to destruction.
This new edition of the legendary Dago Red, first published in 1940, contains seven new
stories, including "A Nun No More" and "My Father’s God."
Henry Molise, a fifty-year-old successful writer, returns to the family home to help with the
latest drama; his elderly parents want to divorce. Henry's tyrannical, bricklaying father, Nick,
despite being weakened by age and alcoholism, can still strike fear into the hearts of his sons.
His mother, ill and devoutly Catholic, still has the power both to comfort and confuse her
children. Nick has been offered some well-paid work to build a smokehouse in the hills, and
Henry, realising this might be the last chance they have to reconcile things, agrees to lend a
hand. What he doesn't appreciate is how much this journey is going to change his view of his
father. The Brotherhood of the Grape is vintage Fante, brimming with love, death, violence and
religion. Writing with great passion, Fante powerfully describes the damage that family can
wreak upon us all.
"[A] definitive work of millennial literature . . . wretchedly riveting." —Jia Tolentino, The New
Yorker “Girls + Office Space + My Year of Rest and Relaxation + anxious sweating = The New
Me.” —Entertainment Weekly I'm still trying to make the dream possible: still might finish my
cleaning project, still might sign up for that yoga class, still might, still might. I step into the
shower and almost faint, an image of taking the day by the throat and bashing its head against
the wall floating in my mind. Thirty-year-old Millie just can't pull it together. She spends her
days working a thankless temp job and her nights alone in her apartment, fixating on all the
ways she might change her situation--her job, her attitude, her appearance, her life. Then she
watches TV until she falls asleep, and the cycle begins again. When the possibility of a fulltime job offer arises, it seems to bring the better life she's envisioning within reach. But with it
also comes the paralyzing realization, lurking just beneath the surface, of how hollow that
vision has become. "Wretchedly riveting" (The New Yorker) and "masterfully cringe-inducing"
(Chicago Tribune), The New Me is the must-read new novel by National Book Foundation "5
Under 35" honoree and Granta Best Young American novelist Halle Butler. Named a Best
Book of the Decade by Vox, and a Best Book of 2019 by Vanity Fair, Vulture, Chicago Tribune,
Mashable, Bustle, and NPR
Arturo Bandini is a twenty-year-old burgeoning writer, spending his days hungry for success,
life and food in a dingy hotel in Los Angeles. Full of the enthusiasm of youth, and the thrill of
having one short story published, the reality of poverty and prejudice has hit him hard. He
meets a local waitress, Camilla Lopez, and embarks on a strange and strained love-hate
relationship. Slowly, but inexorably, it descends into the realms of madness. Fante depicts the
highs and lows of the emotional state of Bandini with conviction, but without easy sentiment. In
Ask the Dust, Fante is truly 'telling it like it is' as a poverty-stricken son of an immigrant in
'perfect' California.
Essential uncollected work from one of the most infamous and provocative contemporary
American writers.
A ruined beauty whose dignity has suffered a lifetime of loss and disenchantment. A Czech
immigrant who finds a paradoxical contentment on the harsh expanse of the Nebraska prairie.
A solitary young painter spying raptly and guiltily on his exquisite neighbor. These are some of
the lives that Willa Cather renders, with a fine balance of compassion and detachment, in
these nineteen stories. Here are the great themes that Cather staked out like tracts of land: the
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plight of people hungry for beauty in a country that has no room for it; the mysterious arc of
human lives; the ways in which the American frontier transformed the strangers who came to it,
turning them imperceptibly into Americans. In these fictions, Cather displays her vast moral
vision, her unerring sense of place, and her ability to find the one detail or episode that makes
a closed life open wide in a single exhilarating moment. BONUS: The edition includes an
excerpt from The Selected Letters of Willa Cather.
A father hunts the serial killer stalking his daughter in this twisted thriller by “one of the best
writers of his generation” (The Guardian). Jimbo Slade, a drug dealer and prostitute, is also a
suspect in a number of rapes and murders in Seattle. He’s outwitted the police and justice
system before, but when the brutal killer targets teenager Kathy Baird, her father takes matters
into his own hands. Turning the tables, Jack Baird slowly wins Slade’s trust, and soon he finds
himself sharing Slade’s lifestyle—cruising the city’s sewers, lying to his family and the cops.
He knows he can trust no one—not with the ruthless justice he has planned. “Thornburg is such
an accomplished writer and the story so complex that the reader is left with much to ponder . . .
Not an easy book to forget.” —Library Journal “A chilling tour of society’s sleazy underside.”
—Publishers Weekly “Gripping.” —Kirkus Reviews “A commanding writer of unusual delicacy
and power.” —The New Yorker
This volume assembles for the first time a staggering multiplicity of reflections and readings of
John Fante’s 1939 classic, Ask the Dust, a true testament to the work’s present and future
impact. The contributors to this work—writers, critics, fans, scholars, screenwriters, directors,
and others—analyze the provocative set of diaspora tensions informing Fante’s masterpiece
that distinguish it from those accounts of earlier East Coast migrations and minglings. A mustread for aficionados of L.A. fiction and new migration literature, John Fante’s “Ask the Dust”:
A Joining of Voices and Views is destined for landmark status as the first volume of Fante
studies to reveal the novel’s evolving intertextualities and intersectionalities. Contributors:
Miriam Amico, Charles Bukowski, Stephen Cooper, Giovanna DiLello, John Fante, Valerio
Ferme, Teresa Fiore, Daniel Gardner, Philippe Garnier, Robert Guffey, Ryan Holiday, Jan
Louter, Chiara Mazzucchelli, Meagan Meylor, J’aime Morrison, Nathan Rabin, Alan Rifkin,
Suzanne Manizza Roszak, Danny Shain, Robert Towne, Joel Williams

The name of Tariq Ramadan is well known in the West. Thanks to his urbane
manner and articulate way of expressing himself - in a number of languages - this
Swiss-born academic is a regular contributor to television and radio features
dealing with Islam (and Islamism) and the West. In England, his reputation as a
''moderate'' has won him praise - and even an invitation from the Prime Minister
to serve on the government's task force on preventing extremism. Meanwhile, as
the grandson of Hassan al-Banna, founder of the Muslim Brotherhood, Ramadan
enjoys a certain status in Islamic circles - a kind of ambassador for his
grandfather's brand of political Islam. So who is the real Tariq Ramadan and what
does he stand for? In this incisive and insightful study of the man, well-known
French writer and journalist Caroline Fourest dissects the public pronouncements
of Tariq Ramadan. Drawing on his numerous books, articles and speeches as
sources, she demonstrates with chilling clarity that the West has been beguiled
by Ramadan's doublespeak. Tariq Ramadan is slippery. He says one thing to his
faithful Islamist followers and something else entirely to his Western audience.
His choice of words, the formulations he uses - even his tone of voice - vary,
chameleon-like, according to his audience. In most people, this would be merely
funny or irritating, but Tariq Ramadan is too influential a figure to be dismissed so
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lightly. Caroline Fourest does an incalculable service. In this long-overdue
English translation of Brother Tariq she proves, once and for all, that Tariq
Ramadan is not to be trusted. Ramadan has been portrayed as the Martin Luther
King of Islam. This study reveals that he is a far more sinister character at the
forefront of a militant and reactionary Islam.
'The world's bleakest romantic comedy' - Los Angeles Times The narrator of
John Fante's extravagant domestic comedy, who lives in Los Angeles, finds
himself a home-owner and expectant father almost simultaneously and both
sensations please him. It must be granted that there are certain adjustments to
be made ...
John Fante is a lost gem of American literature and the man who was credited by
Charles Bukowski as the inspiration for him to start writing. In a life that spanned
74 years, Fante wrote several great novels, such as Ask the Dust, and numerous
screenplays. He died in 1983 from diabetes-related complications. Trapped in a
small, poverty-ridden town in 1933, seventeen-year-old Dominic Molise yearns to
fulfil his own dreams of becoming an American sports hero. This teenage
southpaw aspires to the big leagues, big recognition and big love. He struggles,
though, against the reality of his Italian parents, and comes under pressure to go
into the family business. Brick-laying is not for Dominic. His father, however,
seeks to pre-empt the inevitable road to failure by wanting Dominic to pick up a
trowel instead of a pitcher's glove. His mother's response is to pray. At once the
story of class and an individual's struggle during hard times in America, 1933 was
a Bad Year is a wonderful tale of childhood and its dissipation into adulthood.
Possessing a style of deceptive simplicity, emotional immediacy and tremendous
psychological point, among the novels, short stories and screenplays that
complete his career, Fante's crowning accomplishment is the Arturo Bandini
tetralogy. This quartet of novels tell of Fante's fictional alter-ego Bandini, an
impoverished young Italian-American escaping his suffocating home in Colorado
for Depression-era Los Angeles. In the beginning, it is the triple weights of
poverty, father and Church that Bandini struggles under but though the physical
escape is complete, the psychological imprint continues as he comes to terms
with love, desire and the knowledge his talent may not be recognised.
It's not every day that a writer, almost unheard of in his lifetime, emerges twenty
years after his death as a voice of his generation. But then again, there aren't
many writers with such irrepressible genius as John Fante. The John Fante
Reader is the important next step in the reintroduction of this influential author to
modern audiences. Combining excerpts from his novels and stories, as well as
his never-before-published letters, this collection is the perfect primer on the work
of a writer -- underappreciated in his time -- who is finally taking his place in the
pantheon of twentieth-century American writers.
Trapped in a small, poverty-ridden town in 1933, under pressure from his father
to go into the family business, seventeen-year-old Dominic Molise yearns to fulfill
his own dreams.
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My first collision with fame was hardly memorable. I was a busboy at Marx's Deli.
The year was 1934. The place was Third and Hill, Los Angeles. I was twenty-one
years old, living in a world bounded on the west by Bunker Hill, on the east by
Los Angeles Street, on the south by Pershing Square, and on the north by Civic
Center. I was a busboy nonpareil, with great verve and style for the profession,
and though I was dreadfully underpaid (one dollar a day plus meals) I attracted
considerable attention as I whirled from table to table, balancing a tray on one
hand, and eliciting smiles from my customers. I had something else beside a
waiter's skill to offer my patrons, for I was also a writer.
In J. L. Carr’s deeply charged poetic novel, Tom Birkin, a veteran of the Great
War and a broken marriage, arrives in the remote Yorkshire village of Oxgodby
where he is to restore a recently discovered medieval mural in the local church.
Living in the bell tower, surrounded by the resplendent countryside of high
summer, and laboring each day to uncover an anonymous painter’s depiction of
the apocalypse, Birkin finds that he himself has been restored to a new, and
hopeful, attachment to life. But summer ends, and with the work done, Birkin
must leave. Now, long after, as he reflects on the passage of time and the power
of art, he finds in his memories some consolation for all that has been lost.
Set in postwar Malaya at the time when people and governments alike are bemused and
dazzled by the turmoil of independence, this three-part novel is rich in hilarious comedy and
razor-sharp in observation. The protagonist of the work is Victor Crabbe, a teacher in a
multiracial school in a squalid village, who moves upward in position as he and his wife
maintain a steady decadent progress backward. A sweetly satiric look at the twilight days of
colonialism.
The instant Wall Street Journal, USA Today, and international bestseller “While the history
books are filled with tales of obsessive visionary geniuses who remade the world in their image
with sheer, almost irrational force, I’ve found that history is also made by individuals who
fought their egos at every turn, who eschewed the spotlight, and who put their higher goals
above their desire for recognition.” —from the prologue Many of us insist the main impediment
to a full, successful life is the outside world. In fact, the most common enemy lies within: our
ego. Early in our careers, it impedes learning and the cultivation of talent. With success, it can
blind us to our faults and sow future problems. In failure, it magnifies each blow and makes
recovery more difficult. At every stage, ego holds us back. Ego Is the Enemy draws on a vast
array of stories and examples, from literature to philosophy to history. We meet fascinating
figures such as George Marshall, Jackie Robinson, Katharine Graham, Bill Belichick, and
Eleanor Roosevelt, who all reached the highest levels of power and success by conquering
their own egos. Their strategies and tactics can be ours as well. In an era that glorifies social
media, reality TV, and other forms of shameless self-promotion, the battle against ego must be
fought on many fronts. Armed with the lessons in this book, as Holiday writes, “you will be less
invested in the story you tell about your own specialness, and as a result, you will be liberated
to accomplish the world-changing work you’ve set out to achieve.”
I had a lot of jobs in Los Angeles Harbor because our family was poor and my father was dead.
My first job was ditchdigging a short time after I graduated from high school. Every night I
couldn’t sleep from the pain in my back. We were digging an excavation in an empty lot, there
wasn’t any shade, the sun came straight from a cloudless sky, and I was down in that hole
digging with two huskies who dug with a love for it, always laughing and telling jokes, laughing
and smoking bitter tobacco.
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For Arturo Bandini, oldest son of Italian immigrants living in small-town Colorado during the
Great Depression, the winter proves harsh. When his father seemingly abandons his family,
Arturo is left to pick up the pieces, even as turmoil rages within him.With its evocative account
of grinding poverty, tragic love affairs and tumultuous adolescence, this first novel from the
Bandini quartet is a much-neglected masterpiece of modern American literature.
“Don’t start an art collective until you read this book.” —Guerrilla Girls “Ever since Web 2.0
with its wikis, blogs and social networks the art of collaboration is back on the agenda.
Collectivism after Modernism convincingly proves that art collectives did not stop after the
proclaimed death of the historical avant-gardes. Like never before technology reinvents the
social and artists claim the steering wheel!” —Geert Lovink, Institute of Network Cultures,
Amsterdam “This examination of the succession of post-war avant-gardes and collectives is
new, important, and engaged.” — Stephen F. Eisenman, author of The Abu Ghraib Effect
“Collectivism after Modernism crucially helps us understand what artists and others can do in
mushy, stinky times like ours. What can the seemingly powerless do in the face of mighty
forces that seem to have their act really together? Here, Stimson and Sholette put forth many
good answers.” —Yes Men Spanning the globe from Europe, Japan, and the United States to
Africa, Cuba, and Mexico, Collectivism after Modernism explores the ways in which collectives
function within cultural norms, social conventions, and corporate or state-sanctioned art.
Together, these essays demonstrate that collectivism survives as an influential artistic practice
despite the art world’s star system of individuality. Collectivism after Modernism provides the
historical understanding necessary for thinking through postmodern collective practice, now
and into the future. Contributors: Irina Aristarkhova, Jesse Drew, Okwui Enwezor, Rubn Gallo,
Chris Gilbert, Brian Holmes, Alan Moore, Jelena Stojanovi´c, Reiko Tomii, Rachel Weiss.
Blake Stimson is associate professor of art history at the University of California Davis, the
author of The Pivot of the World: Photography and Its Nation, and coeditor of Visual Worlds
and Conceptual Art: A Critical Anthology. Gregory Sholette is an artist, writer, and cofounder of
collectives Political Art Documentation/Distribution and REPOhistory. He is coeditor of The
Interventionists: Users’ Manual for the Creative Disruption of Everyday Life. “To understand
the various forms of postwar collectivism as historically determined phenomena and to
articulate the possibilities for contemporary collectivist art production is the aim of Collectivism
after Modernism. The essays assembled in this anthology argue that to make truly collective
art means to reconsider the relation between art and public; examples from the Situationist
International and Group Material to Paper Tiger Television and the Congolese collective Le
Groupe Amos make the point. To construct an art of shared experience means to go beyond
projecting what Blake Stimson and Gregory Sholette call the “imagined community”: a
collective has to be more than an ideal, and more than communal craft; it has to be a truly
social enterprise. Not only does it use unconventional forms and media to communicate the
issues and experiences usually excluded from artistic representation, but it gives voice to a
multiplicity of perspectives. At its best it relies on the participation of the audience to actively
contribute to the work, carrying forth the dialogue it inspires.” —BOMB
George C. Marshall was an American military leader, Chief of Staff of the Army, Secretary of
State, and the third Secretary of Defense. Once noted as the "organizer of victory" by Winston
Churchill for his leadership of the Allied victory in World War II, Marshall served as the United
States Army Chief of Staff during the war and as the chief military adviser to President Franklin
D. Roosevelt. As Secretary of State, his name was given to the Marshall Plan, for which he
was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1953. He drafted this manuscript while he was in
Washington, D.C., between 1919 and 1924 as aide-de-camp to General of the Armies John J.
Pershing. However, given the growing bitterness of the "memoirs wars" of the period he
decided against publication, and the draft sat unused until the 1970s when Marshall's stepdaughter and her husband decided to publish it.
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